
Imagine the possibilities with La-Z-Boy Leather.

Some amazing facts

about leather

LEATHER OUTLASTS  
FABRIC  
FOUR-TO-ONE

Leather is 50% stronger than other upholstery 

and could have a useful life of 15 – 20 years.

LEATHER OFFERS 
YEAR ROUND  
COMFORT

Leather “breathes” so it stays cool in the summer  

and warm in the winter.

LEATHER AGES 
WELL

Leather is very flexible, 

so it will retain its shape and look new for years. 

Plus, unlike fabric, it acquires a natural patina and 

becomes softer with age.

EASY TO 
CARE FOR

Leather simply requires a 

mild dusting  or wiping to keep it looking good.

LEATHER IS  
EXTREMELY 
DURABLE

Strong enough to resist tearing, even along  

the seam lines, leather has natural oils that  

prevent cracking, flaking, tearing or peeling.

LEATHER COLOR  
STAYS VIBRANT

Each leather hide is finished

with special dyes to create a deep, rich color that will 

remain beautiful throughout the life of the leather. 
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For additional information visit: la-z-boy.com

Choosing a leather that’s right for you.

•  Keep it clean – Dust and vacuum often, 
    using a crevice tool in seams.

•  For weekly dusting, use a clean, soft,

    lint-free cloth slightly dampened with   

    distilled water and wipe area gently

•  Avoid direct exposure to sunlight.

    Although leather is resistant to fading, 

    direct prolonged exposure to the sun will 

    cause any material to fade.

•  Keep leather furniture at least 12” away 

    from radiators and other heat sources. 

    Avoiding intense heat will help prevent the 

    leather from drying and possibly cracking.

•  Clean spills quickly. Just as with any  

    upholstery, leather can become stained if 

    spills are not cleaned up immediately.

    If spills do occur, attend to them quickly –  

    remembering to blot, not rub, the stain.

    1) Use a solution of 1/2 mild soap, such as 

    Neutrogena or Ivory, and 1/2 distilled water on 

    a slightly dampened cloth or sponge, working 

    up a foam to clean.

    2) Avoid excessive rubbing with a cloth. Blot 

    any remaining soap residue with a clean cloth 

    dampened only with clear distilled water. Blot 

    until dry, repeating as necessary.

    3) Contact a professional leather cleaning 

    service for more difficult stains.

Follow these easy care guidelines to keep your 

leather furniture looking its best for years to come.

                           Tough enough for everyday life, these premium 

leathers are crafted to withstand the challenges of homes with small 

children and pets. Ideal for people who prefer a smoother, more 

consistent appearance, Performance leathers have a protective 

coating which keeps it looking great for many years to come.

Expressions Leather

                            These premium leathers are one-of-a-kind 

creations for people who appreciate rare, natural beauty and unique 

character. Variations in color, grain and visible markings, including 

wrinkles and scars, give each hide its own distinct look. Luxuriously 

soft and supple to the touch, Authentic leathers have not been altered 

ensuring that each hide has a distinctive look all its own.
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imagine the possibilities with a rainbow of colorful options and 

distinctive grains and textures. From vibrant reds and not-so-mellow yellows to 

warm chestnut hues, our custom leathers are an inspiring collection of colors 

and finishes that can be custom ordered on any La-Z-Boy frame available 

with a leather option.

Harmony and Signature Leather
genUine leatheR. eVeRYDaY ValUe. From timeless traditional to sleek 

contemporary, our Harmony and Signature Leather Collection combines stylish 

frames with some of our most popular leather colors and textures. Choose from 

sofas, sectionals, occasional chairs and more, and enjoy the beauty of leather 

at a price you’ll find equally attractive.
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